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Frosted Medallions Horizontal Center Step Card 
 

Stampin’ Up! Supplies: (available at 
juliedavison.com/shop) 

 Frosted Medallions stamp set 

 Pool Party ink pad 

 Basic Gray ink pad 

 8 ½” x 5 ½” Pool Party cardstock 

 3” x 3 ¼” Basic Gray cardstock 

 2 ¾” x 3” Whisper White cardstock 

 ¾” x 3” Dazzling Diamonds Glimmer 
Paper 

 Rhinestone Jewel Accents
 
Directions: 

1. Put the 5 ½” x 8 ½” piece of cardstock in 
the Paper Cutter with the 5 ½” edge at the 
top. Measure to 1”. Start the cutting blade 
at 1” on the vertical ruler and cut down to 5 ¼”. (Note: The arrows on the cutting blade indicate 
where the blade is cutting. The arrow should be pointing to the 1” mark when you start the cut.)  

2. Move the cardstock over to the 4 ½” mark on the top ruler. Start the cutting blade at the 1” on 
the vertical ruler and cut down to 5 ¼”. You should have two parallel cuts in the cardstock, 1” 
from either side.  

3. Use the Simply Scored tool (or your Paper Cutter with Scoring Blade) to score the cardstock 
according to the template (next page). Start by placing your cardstock with the 8 ½” edge at the 
top of the scoring tool. The cuts in the cardstock will be parallel to the top of the scoring tool 
and should be closest to the left end of the cardstock. 

4. Use the stylus to score at 1”, 2”, and 5 ¼” from the top edge of the cardstock to the cut line, and 
again from the second cut line to the bottom edge of the cardstock. Use a ruler with the place 
markers as a guide for the second part of the score line.  

5. Use the stylus to score at 4 ¼” in the center of the cardstock between the cut lines only. 
6. Stamp the snowflake in Pool Party ink in the right corner of the Whisper White cardstock. Layer 

on the Basic Gray cardstock and on to the card front. 
7. Add a rhinestone Jewel Accent to the center of the snowflake. 
8. Stamp the small snowflake in Pool Party ink along the bottom of the Pool Party card front. 

Stamp the sentiment in Basic Gray in the center of the bottom panel. 
 

Video Tutorial: 

http://tinyurl.com/SnowflakeCenterStep 
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